
Transparent, semi-glossy water-
based finish for hardwood flooring

Wood Treatments

B SEAL WOOD

B Seal Wood is a semi-glossy paint, very resistant to abrasion.

It is easy to apply and adheres perfectly to any wooden surface,
protecting it from scratches and wear from foot traffic.

B Seal Wood can be used on parquet and wood flooring, stairs and
balconies for interiors.

Semi-gloss paint, very resistant to abrasion

Easy to apply

Professional results

It adheres perfectly to any wooden surface

It protects wood flooring

Resistant to foot traffic wear and scratch

It is odorless

It is water-based, with no danger for the cleaning operator

WOOD
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PROFESSIONAL USE
BSYSTEMS SERVICES

PRIVATE
CLEANING STAFF

NOT USE ON

USE ON



Wood Treatments

To clean parquet and
wooden flooring, use the
B Magic Clean
microfiber cloth.

The product is
completely absorbed in
10 minutes.
The surface is
clean and protected.
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CONDITIONS OF USE

The above information is based on the product data in our possession at the moment of publication and is provided in good faith.
No guarantee is provided as regards the quality or specifications of the product. The user is personally responsible for verifying that the product is
suitable for the purpose.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

if necessary, wear personal protection devices

APPEARANCE

FRAGRANCE

SPECIFIC WEIGHT

PACK

PH

ORGANISMI VOLATILI

COMPOSIZIONE CHIMICA (reg.684/2004)

WARNINGS

BOILING POINT

BIODEGRADABILIY

MAXIMUM DILUITION

WATER SOLUBILITY

-

-

transparent liquid

almost odorless

1 litre containers

7,5

-

Spray the detergent on
the surface.

Distribute evenly on the
surface with a microfiber
cloth.
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It is recommended to test the product on an inconspicuous part of the surface before starting treatment.
For optimal results B Seal Wood must be applied on dry surface.
Can be applied with a brush, spray gun, roller, or with B Magic Clean depending on the size of the area
to be treated.

n.d.

n.d.

100%

n.d.

RECCOMMEND
USING EVERY 6
MONTHS

AVERAGE
YIELD: 15/20
mq/l
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